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10/16/2013 three trend 9/13/2009 Usher Spring with shades of YellowThe sunny hue appears on everything from blouses to belts. Whether it's a band of canaries or a hint of gold, bring the sun inside with yellow wall paint, decor, and accents. 1 of 32 Reading Corner In the living room of this beach house, a pair of chairs covered in yellow cotton matelass' turning face to the harbor.
2 of the 32 Sunny Corner juice bucket next to this built-in daybed in this New Hampshire house has three types of sunflowers, including a pale yellow variety that the owner bred himself, named Reggie's Mix. The beaded plaque is written in Benjamin Moore's Guacamole. 3 of the 32 Build Your Own Unit Spray painted yellow and topped with plywood, three goodwill cabinets-bought
for $25 in total turned into a bright storage space in this Washington home. 4 of the 32 Sunny and Bright Owners of this California bungalow chose Sherwin-Williams in Convivial yellow for their breakfast nook, furnished with a built-in bench and a jagged pedestal table top from Ethan Allen. 5 of the 32 Twin Beds homeowners of this New Hampshire farm nabbed this pair of iron
beds for $160 at a yard sale and donned them with Garnet Hill blankets. They also painted the walls in rich yellow, contrasting with the red bedding. 6 of the 32 rays of sunlight to make the natural shades of the lake and the lawn of this Lake Minnesota cottage pop even more, the owner equipped the porch in additional shades of orange and yellow. She covered the foot-thion
pillow with the iconic Marimekko print, which inspired the treatment of orange-and-yellow paint on the lawn chairs. 7 of 32 Playing with patterns striped yellow-blue fabric on the walls creates an even more cozy atmosphere. The over-this more approach to the pattern (geometric cushions, herringbone carpet) and texture (crewelwork sheets) makes the melange in the country of life
of the 2014 House of the Year guest bedroom much more interesting. 8 of edwardian rooms 32 Edwardian rooms This carved bed is accentuated by stained gilding, while yellow-pink curtains wear a window frame. Amish rag runners on top of the painted floors weave in extra colors and pale gray walls serve as foil for bright shades. 9 of sunny's 32 Sunny Delight Bright, simple
canopy transforms any simple bed into a cozy retreat and indoor eye candy. Use contrasting colors for decorative throw cushions and a matching shade for regular pillow trickery to tie it all together. 10 of the 32 modern traditional pattern Existing wallpapers of this master bedroom was animated, being paired with solar curtains from Anthropologie. Portrait of the first inhabitants of
this house hangs over a black sleigh Dressed in Jason Home and Garden Lingerie, as well as Dwell Studio hoax. 11 of the 32 geometric patterns Of the Bright Yellow Walls bring some sun to this porch. 12 of the 32 Farmhouse Dining Room This farmhouse boasts nine shiny shades of paint, and a dining table and chairs from L.L. Bean. 13 of 32 Bold and Bright Thin accents like
cereal bowls, a striped carpet, and a stained soda drawer, add a youthful, energetic kick to this colorful, Texas home. 14 of the 32 Black-Gold Kitchen Gold-flecked granite tops black cabinetry in the kitchen; draftsman chairs from TheSteria Home. Open white windows don't always feel too dark. Fifteen of the 32 pop yellow Italian marble kitchen tops are custom cabinetry, while the
salvaged Victorian corbells serve as distinctive braces for the bonnet of the oven. An industrial steel chair gives the neutral room a jolt of bright color. 16 of the 32 Farmhouse Chic Kitchen gets its heat from cherry counters, antique island, gingham-check wallpaper, and its yellow cabinets. Free up the closet space and create a smart place for collecting, with racks above the
window. 17 of the 32 colors of Sea Kitchen Open Shelving contains a collection of vintage bowls, jugs, and canisters in shades of blue, green and white. Pale yellow walls contrast with blues and greenery. 18 of the 32 Fun With Patterns This retro arts and crafts-inspired kitchen doesn't look worn out, thanks to a fresh layer of white paint, and some intricate yellow tiles. 19 of the 32
Colorful Accents Open Plan first floor-just 22 by 23-foot-in this New Hampshire farm house contains a kitchen and dining room. A local carpenter built a pine island, and the owner fashioned a pot rack, decorating two into two colors, painted in the same color as the beam- over his head. The walls are painted with Golden Straw and cabinets painted by Sherwood Green as
Benjamin Moore. 20 of the 32 sunny porch Bright Walls (Pratt and Lambert Premium Yellow) and a rattan ceramic barn sofa make sure the winter porch in this New Hampshire home always seems summery. The roughly carved Sundance coffee table and nature-themed Design Legacy throw cushions enhancing the laid-back vibe of the room. 21 of the 32 lemon-yellow in this
Cape Cod home, the owners painted the living room with dark pine panels and then reupholstered their old sofa in the same extra shade. The walls are painted by Cambridge Heights By Benjamin Moore. 22 of the 32 yellow accents of wallpaper with a large-scale motif from Anthropologie eliminates the need for art in the master bedroom of this Oregon home. Western Elms
blanket cover and cheat-$207 per set-pair with a pillow of old bag grains. Inspired by the tables in the catalog, the homeowner cut the stumps into the nightstands. The braided headboard inserts came from Pier 1. 23 of Chenille's 32 Country-Style Guest Bedroom blankets and pillows from Martha's mail to warm up 1920s Czechoslovakian sheet metal beds in this Maine cottage.
24 of 32 Bright living rooms for the daring, Feel, add black and white furniture with strong silhouettes to a room already bright with color. Antiques provide warmth. To minimize clutter and hide electronics, the owner of this sunny North Carolina home designed cabinets that mimic the panels on the flank of the fireplace that was moved to this room from another area of the house. 25
of the 32 Mirror Dining Room Owner of this glamorous dining room, the frequent hostess of the party, wanted the drama to take center stage; mirrors and candles deliver just that. Why put portraits and look at someone else when you can put mirrors and look at yourself? She said. 26 of the 32 Bold Tones Strong, saturated colors in warm tones like burgundy and sunflower shades
in this chic kitchen, keep the modern space homey and attractive. 27 of the 32 Golden Bathroom Vintage Claw Feet bathroom in this children's bathroom received a makeover courtesy of custom mixed orange paint; Order shades of green peas and a crop of yellow converted floors and walls. Ordinary glass vases are disguised as fancy display cases when silhouettes of birds nest
inside. 28 of the 32 Elegant Office Drama black, white and yellow playfully undermined by the upholor of this office chair, which is a cloak of vinyl. 29 of the 32 Rustic Dining Room Lemony yellow walls seem to glow in the context of the original wooden beams of this Pennsylvania house and the burning warmth of the C. 1800 church bench, converted into a dining table by a local
artisan. 30 of the 32 Old World Europe yellow background sets the stage for Old World Europe-style furniture. The headboard and chair are inhabited in matching blue tartan fabric, and paintings of Scottish cattle purchased at London flea markets adorn the walls. Yellow snow is the subject of many winter jokes. Because the snow is pure white, yellow snow is said to be painted
yellow liquids like animal urine. This is certainly implied in Frank's classic song Don't Eat Yellow Snow. But while animal (and human) markings can really turn snow yellow, these aren't the only reasons for the yellow snow. Pollen and air pollution can also lead to large areas of snow cover with a lemon hue. Here's how snow can get golden. Pollen is one of the harmless causes of
yellow-toned snow. Common in spring snows, when flowering trees are already blooming, pollen can settle in the air and on snow-covered surfaces, changing the white color of snow. If you've ever witnessed your car covered in a thick layer of yellowish-green mid-April, then you know how thick the pollen coating can be. It's the same with spring snows. If there is a large enough
tree above the snowy shore, the golden type of snow can be extended to a large area. Pollen can be harmless if you happen to be allergic to it. Snow can also fall from the sky with yellow The yellow snow is real. You may think snow is white, but other snow colors exist, including black, red, blue, brown and even orange. Yellow Yellow Can be caused by air pollution as some
pollutants in the air can give snow yellowish casting. Air pollutants migrate to the poles and are incorporated into the snow as a thin film. As sunlight hits the snow, a yellow tint may appear. When snow contains particles of sand or other cloud seeds, it can be a source of yellow or gold snow. When this happens, the color of the condensate nucleus can actually shade the ice
crystals yellow, even when it falls into the sky. An example of this phenomenon is that in March 2006, snow fell with a yellow tint. The reason for the yellow snow was an increase in the amount of sand in the snow from the deserts of northern China. NASA's Aura satellite captured the event as forecasters warned the public about the dangers of snow. Yellow dust storm warnings
are common in Korea, but yellow snow is rarer. Snow yellow is often a concern, as many people assume that it gets its color from industrial waste. Intense yellow snow fell in the Ural region of Russia in March 2008. Citizens are concerned that it came from industrial or construction sites and preliminary reports said it was high in manganese, nickel, iron, chromium, zinc, copper,
lead and cadmium. However, the analysis, published in the journal Doklady Earth Sciences, showed that the color was actually caused by dust being swept from the steppes and half-empty from Kazakhstan, Volgograd and Astrakhan. When you see yellow snow, it is best to avoid it. No matter what caused the snow to yellow, it's always safer to find fresh fallen, white snow,
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